Dark Cygnus Working Packages

(as of CYGNUS 2011 ... and most probably as of CYGNUS 2013)

WP0: web site and logo, mail list
KISEKI NAKAMURA for character

WP1: quenching and gas parameters
Daniel Santos and Daniel Snowden-Ifft
DAN SNOWDEN-IFFT for WIKI

WP2: directionality and head-tail sensitivity
Jocelyn Monroe and Kentaro Miuchi
see slides

WP3: backgrounds and background rejection, isotropy issues, muon vetos, depth
Neil Spooner and Kentaro Miuchi
see slides

WP4: physics reach, includes astrophysics, uniqueness, signal identification
Frédéric Mayet and Sven Vahsen
see slides(Frederic), draft by Sven

WP5: readout techniques
James Battat and Igor Irastorza
see slides

WP6: application to neutron detection and other physics
Daniel Santos and Neil Spooner
see slides

Details: to be posted on WIKI
progress report by the end of September